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Abstract: 
 
The first development phase of 5G wireless technologies has recently ended with 3GPP 
Release 15 where several key 5G technologies such as massive MIMO, network slicing, 
software defined networking are adopted in the 5G standard. The next phase of 5G will 
be to develop enabling technologies to realize innovative and potential 5G applications. 
This technology wave is expected to fundamentally transform and digitalize many 
application domains enabled by internet of everything (IoE) connections and advanced 
data science technologies. Important 5G applications and use cases include autonomous 
and connected vehicles, drones/UAV, wireless virtual/augmented reality, industry IoT, 
and smart city. To realize these applications, research challenges related to data 
communications/networking, caching/storage, and computing (3C challenges) must be 
addressed to deal with a huge number of wireless connections, data management, and 
processing, respectively. In this talk, we first review some basic IoT communication 
aspects, applications, and standards. Then, potential benefits linked to the development 
of key 5G applications will be discussed and open research issues will be highlighted. 
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